
IED and EOD disposal equipment
based on advanced composite materials
NP EOD Systems
NP Aerospace EOD Systems produces
a range of protective systems.
These include:
� MKVI EOD Suit
� In-service Combat EOD Suit
� 4010 Ergotec EOD Suit
� 3010 Light Weight EOD Suit
� 2010 Demine Suit
� Anti Mine Boot

The NP Aerospace team has been
producing ballistic protective products
for over 25 years and engineering
mouldings for over 80 years.
The new MKVI Explosive Ordnance

Suit and the Ergotec 4010 have
combined the extensive knowledge of
the UK MoD and NP Aerospace teams
to produce what can be described as
the most advanced suits available
today. These suits embrace new scien-
tific developments to provide the IEDD
officer with improved protection,
mobility, flexibility, visibility and the
ability to work in confined spaces. The
MKVI suit, like the Ergotec 4010, can be
fitted with the unique NP in-service
active cooling system which ensures
the suit can be operated in the hottest
of climates.
The Ergotec 4010 product is almost

identical to the MKVI but uses one-
piece legs rather that the three
components that make up the legs on
the MKVI. This suit can also be fitted
with the NP in-service active cooling
system.
The 3010 Light Weight EOD Suit is a

lightweight suit which can be used in a
variety of roles.
A forced air ventilation system can

be added to this suit which forces
ambient air through the spine protec-
tion unit and keeps the user comfort-
able, particularly in warm climates.
The 2010 Demine Suit provides a

high level of coverage for de-mining
operations. The apron is adjustable to
two positions to suit the operator.
Short or long arms can be used. The
optional front legs provide protection
to the front of the legs. Theyhave cush-
ioning knee pads to make working
more comfortable and improve oper-
ator awareness.
The suits canbe customised for user

requirements, a process which is
undertaken on a regular basis by NP’s
engineering development team.
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Section 11: Explosive ordnance disposal, explosives detection and initiation equipment

Optional cooling
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